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strategy believed that the bivalves could
not do the job and would not survive in
the bay, due to its fluctuating salinity lev-
els and the presence of harmful organisms
that could overwhelm the young oysters.
Levine nevertheless persevered, using an
oyster native to the area. To increase their
odds of survival, he had the oyster spat
placed in flat plastic cages suspended a
few inches below the surface, where they
could use surface oxygen. When the oys-
ters grew, they were moved to tubular
mesh bags suspended with floats and
spaced a bit farther apart, but still near
the water’s surface. Although their initial
growth was slow, the oysters survived.

To enhance water movement and pre-
vent stratification, leading to too little
oxygen at lower depths, Levine and his
associates used aeration units to
strengthen circulation. Within months,
the thriving oysters helped reduce the
concentration of organic particles on the
bottom of the bay. “Oysters were only one
small part of this project,” Levine says.
“We used them to kick-start the recovery
process.”

As the first link in the food chain—the
“benthic community” of organisms living
in and on the ocean floor—gained a
foothold in the bay, successive links also
strengthened. Crabs, shrimp, and mussels
reappeared. Reestablished wetlands fur-
ther enhanced water filtration, and envi-
ronmental engineers were hired to design
stormwater filtration systems and imple-
ment other changes to divert excess nu-
trients from moving into the bay and
overstimulating aquatic plant growth.

Within two years, ducks, geese, cor-
morants, pelicans, and herons began to
frequent the bay. The waterfowl nested in
the carefully restored wetlands that ring

the bay and fed o≠ the many species of
fish that reappeared after decades of ab-
sence. “At first, we’d go out and see one
duck,” Levine says. “Now it’s alive with
waterfowl.”

Although far from complete, early pro-
ject results have been encouraging. The
park along the bay’s banks once stood
empty, reeking from the stench of filthy
water. Now families picnic at the water-
side and the bay hosts boating, fishing,
and a kaleidoscope of wildlife. And sci-
entists in places as far away as Torino,
Italy, have begun to clean their own pol-
luted waterways using the multifaceted,
integrated process Levine and his team
applied at Wilson Bay.          

�carole moore

jay levine e-mail address:
jay_levine@ncsu.edu

O
utgoing North Carolina senator
John Edwards wasn’t the first per-
son to notice the Second America,
which he described in a primary
campaign speech as a place where

full-time workers live in poverty, lack
healthcare, and pay high taxes. In 1991,
conservative commentator Patrick J.
Buchanan took a cab ride uptown in New
York City every night for a week. “It was
like passing through a di≠erent world,” he
wrote. “We are two countries; and many
Americans in the first country are getting
weary of subsidizing and explaining away
the deepening failure of the second.”

If there are two Americas, the “failure”
of the second may derive from the world-
view of the first. In a new book, Fighting
Poverty in the U.S. and Europe: A World of Di≠er-

ence, Ropes professor of political economy
Alberto Alesina and professor of econom-
ics Edward L. Glaeser suggest that a na-
tion’s racial diversity and political institu-
tions shape its approaches to solving
poverty by redistributing wealth. “Either
Americans overestimate how easy it is for
the poor to get rich,” Alesina says, “or the
Europeans overestimate how di∞cult it is
for the poor to get out of poverty.” He
cites data indicating that 71 percent of
Americans believe people can get out of
poverty, while 60 percent of Europeans
think the poor are trapped there.

Data on social mobility, the ease with
which one may move up or down the in-
come ladder, suggest that the poor in both
places are equally mobile—or equally
trapped, depending on your perspective.

U P W A R D L Y  I M M O B I L E

Down and Out in Paris and Boston

Left: An aerial view of Wilson Bay near Jack-
sonville, North Carolina. Right: A bag of bay-
cleaning oysters.

A play bus for children sits in a desolate playground 
in a poor section of Belfast, Northern Ireland.
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For the most part, Americans tend to cele-
brate vast opportunity and embrace an
immigrant past. This view implies, of
course, that if our largely penniless grand-
fathers forged successful lives right o≠ the
boat, today’s poor can do it, too. There-
fore, the authors write, many Americans
believe that “anyone who remains poor
pretty much deserves to be poor.” Surveys
show that 60 percent of Americans think
the poor are just lazy, whereas in Europe,
a similar fraction believes that luck ex-
plains why people are rich.

“The [American] political system is
self-indulgent,” Alesina says. “The found-
ing fathers certainly envisioned the exten-
sion of wealth, even if they may not have
imagined its contemporary proportions,
and crafted a political system to protect
its holders.” American decentralization
administers power in progressively larger
jurisdictions: city, county, state, and fed-
eral. Sharing wealth between and among
those jurisdictions is often di∞cult. “The
more restricted the size of a political juris-
diction—say, an inner city—the more
di∞cult it is to redistribute from outside
that jurisdiction, such as from wealthy
white suburbs [back to] the inner city,”
Alesina explains. The authors contend
that half the di≠erence between European
and American redistribution policies
stems from deliberately constructed
di≠erences in the political systems.

The other half comes from the thorni-
est political issue in America: race.
Alesina’s fractionalization indices—com-
parable percentages of racial, ethnic, lin-
guistic, and religious diversity, which he
has compiled for more than 160 coun-
tries—show that America is more than
four times as racially diverse as the
Netherlands, itself the most diverse na-
tion in western Europe. European data
suggest that greater homogeneity corre-
lates with generous welfare policies (and
with the growth of socialist political par-
ties that support them). In Norway and
Iceland, for example, diversity is low and
welfare spending high. Conversely, the
greater the racial diversity of individual
American states, Alesina found, the less
those states spend on welfare. “I would
call it an e≠ect of trust,” Alesina explains,
citing surveys indicating that people are
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widener
Wallace Stegner called its stacks “enchanted”; Barbara Tuchman
called it “my Archimedes bathtub, my burning bush”; but to
Thomas Wolfe it was a place of “wilderment and despair.”
Matthew Battles, Coordinating Editor of the Harvard Library
Bulletin and author of Library: an Unquiet History, has 
written a book that will appeal to all those with memories 
of Widener, as well as bibliophiles and lovers of libraries 
everywhere. With copious illustrations and a wide-ranging narra-
tive, Widener: Biography of a Library is the tale of the 
students, scholars, and staff who give a great library its life.

cloth $50.00  available from your bookseller 
published by the Harvard College Library 

distributed by Harvard University Press www.hup.harvard.edu
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prone to trust members of their own
racial group and distrust those who look
dissimilar. “One may like this or not like
it,” he says, “but these are the facts.”

Race, he has found, also forms attitudes
toward reallocating wealth. “Being white
is a very strong determinant [of being]
against redistribution,” he says. “Even if
you control for income, gender, where a
person lives, everything you can think of,
it’s the strongest of all.” Because of the
country’s diversity and political history,
Americans perceive the poor, he writes, as
“di≠erent (read: black).” Most of us iden-
tify racially first and socioeconomically
second, he continues, which makes the
poor a di∞cult political constituency to
unite because they are racially diverse. Di-
vided, the poor stand little chance of redi-
recting wealth their way.

Europeans and Americans also define
poverty di≠erently. Since 1964, the United
States has set the poverty level by adjust-
ing the cost of a good diet against the

consumer price index
and multiplying by,
roughly, three, because
the average American
spends a third of his or
her after-tax dollars on
food. The result is the
poverty line, this year
$18,810 for a family of
four, whether in Boston or Biloxi.

In Europe, however, how poor you are
in the eyes of the state depends on how
rich your neighbor is. “Solving poverty in
the United States means raising people
above the poverty line,” says Alesina, who
was born in Italy. “In Europe it means de-
creasing income inequality”—and so,
with scant talk of absolute poverty and
much discussion of inequality, it’s no
wonder Europeans “live under the illu-
sion that poverty has been eliminated.”

But if you’re waiting for the United
States, where the number of people
o∞cially living in poverty increased

yearly from 2001 through 2003, to become
more like Europe before the Second
America shrinks, “Keep hoping,” Alesina
says. That’s another way of saying that
changes in policy usually follow changes
in perspectives. “We would do well to re-
member how much of all of our views are
formed by indoctrination, not reality,”
Alesina and Glaeser write, “and to recog-
nize that there is usually a significant
amount of truth in the opposing view-
point as well.” �jina moore

alberto alesina e-mail address:
aalesina@harvard.edu
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A dog rests on a car hood in front of a poor family’s home in 
Urbandale, Illinois.
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